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• Some insights from Italy
• How the marketing of populations was applied
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CASA DELLE AGRICOLTURE - PUGLIA
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SELECTION OF 2012 BEST EARS



























































































































Entry Name Type Origin
1  SOLIBAM Tenero Floriddia Population ICARDA ‐ Syria
2  SOLIBAM Tenero Li Rosi Population
ICARDA ‐ Syria







5  COBRA A  Population ORC ‐ UK
6  COBRA Y  Population ORC ‐ UK
7  COBRA Q  Population ORC ‐ UK
8  Piemonte Tenero Mix  Old varieties mixture Italy
9  Vecchie Varietà Mix  Old varieties mixture Italy
10  Varietà Moderne Mix  Modern variety mixture Italy
11  Maiorca Local variety ‐ Sicily Italy
12  Andriolo Local variety – Tuscany Italy
13  Frassineto Old variety Italy
14  Emese Modern variety – control Hungary




























































































RESULTS SHARING WITH STAKEHOLDERS
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FARMER - FARMERS' NETWORK - 
DECENTRALISED SEED ENTERPRISE 
MAINTENANCE BREEDING
APPROPRIATE EQUIPMENT
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Agronomic evaluation of EBP materials: YIELD
• Multi‐environmental trials (4 years, 3 different locations)
• 2 populations : AUT DBA and mix48
• 13 EBP pure lines: selected from the EBP populations
• 9 controls: commercial varieties & recently developed lines selected through conventional 
breeding programs
EBP populations and EBP pure lines characterised by 
HIGH YIELD
Controls characterized by lower yield
in “low productivity” environments (P≤0.05) 
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